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ABSTRACT 
The electrical supply used to drive LED Lighting is often with a series resistor to attempt to prevent the lighting from being 

damaged by variations in supply voltage. LEDs are essentially current driven devices. If a constant current electrical supply is 

maintained the intensity of LEDs is very stable and there is much less variation in output intensity due to temperature. LEDs are 

extremely sensitive to changes in voltage, resulting in large changes of intensity. Even a very small change, such as10mV, can 

result in a doubling of intensity. The main methods that are used till today are to provide dimming for LED’s from a switch mode 

LED driver are pwm dimming and analog dimming. The efficiency to produce colour is 70-75%.The driving method used here is 

by using Mosfet and trying to achieve 85% of efficiency and production of true colours 
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INTRODUCTION 

To succeed in an LED lamp design three major pieces 

must be carefully managed. These pieces are the 

electrical drive, thermal management, and the optics. 

LEDs must be driven with a source of constant current 

Most LEDs have a specified current level that will 

achieve the maximum brightness for that LED without 

premature failures. An LED could be driven with a 

linear voltage regulator configured as a constant 

current source. However, this approach is not practical 

for higher power LEDs due to power dissipation in the 

regulator circuit.  Drawbacks of switching converters 

include complexity, electronic noise (EMI/RFI) ant to 

some extent cost, although this has come down with 

advances in chip design .DC to DC converters are also 

available as a component. Various techniques like Dc-

Dc converter, linear current regulator, switch regulators 

like buck and boost regulator are used to drive led, 

there is a need to work on parameters which would 

control the constant current of led drive  

DRIVE METHODS 

When choosing the switching power supply led current 

control driver consideration should be taken on the 

supply input voltage level versus the output LED load 

voltage [6] 

Level Basicaly 3 topologies are used: 

Buck Regulator:  

It can function if the input voltage always exceeds the 

sum of the maximum forward voltages of every Led in 

a string. It can reduce the output voltage to a lower 

level to minimize power loss. 

Boost Regulator:  

When the sum of all the forward voltages drop in a 

string will always exceed the maximum input voltage, 

a boost regulator is needed to amplify the output 

voltage to the required range in order to drive the led 

n/w.  

Buck/boost Regulator:  

When the input voltage might swing above or below 

the sum of all forward voltage drop in a string then a 

buck/boost regulator should be used.  

Both Continuous mode and Discontinuous mode buck 

solutions are common, and each solution has the 

following specific advantages and disadvantages:[7] 

• The CCM converter has less input and output 

current ripple than the discontinuous mode 

version, so it requires less additional filtering. 

• The CCM converter has lower core losses 

because less of the BH-curve is utilized. It must, 

however, have an inductor value inverse to the 

current ripple, which results in a much bigger 

core and more windings. This counters the lower 

core losses, and gives more wire losses. 

• The CCM converter cannot be regulated to low 

values and the control margin is determined by 

the current ripple. 

• The DCM converter has no hard current 

switching when S1 starts to conduct. As a result, 

only a switching method that is optimized for 

low switch-off losses can be used. 

• The DCM converter makes full use of magnetic 

energy storage which allows it to work with a 

smaller inductor. 

Disadvantage of boost regulator 

• Large capacitor required.  

• Open loop control of the boost converter to 

control the LED current is not possible.  

• There will be a surge of current into the LEDs.  

• As there are several ways to achieve dimming of 

an LED. 

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS 

To enjoy the benefits of solid state lighting: long life, 

high electrical efficiency, high luminous efficacy and 

pure color we can work for possible improvements: 

• There is a need to be work on characteristics of 

led like its effect of temperature ,change in 

voltage and the various areas to define the 

parameters to control the current so that by 

changing current and monitoring it flow of 

current which results in change in intensity, 

which would finally change the color. 

Methodology should be found out to replace 

buck boost regulators which are used till today. 

• Even the second important factor which is used 

till today is PWM dimming which is used  to 

change the duty cycle which results in change in 

focusing of color. This technology plays with 
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human eye, and does not produce satisfactory 

colors. 

• Work can be done to develop renewable energy 

based lighting equipment, solar panel is 

basically DC energy source and gives 12V DC 

voltage, so if we design load which is operated 

through pure DC, it will save additional power 

losses and in between equipment like inverter. 

TECHNICAL ASPECTS FOR LED DRIVE 

For controlling high power led and to control its 

intensity across high power led main component used 

is mosfet irf540, ATMEGA 16 controller as shown in 

the Fig.1 block diagram of simple led constant current 

drive 

 
Fig. 1 block diagram of Led constant current drive. 

For driving LED having constant current drive irf540n 

mosfet is used which will keep constant current across 

led 

The characteristics of irf540n is as Fig. 2 shows Vds vs 

id under different temperature and Fig. 3 shows Vgs vs 

id as shown in all the diagrams below[5] 

 
Fig.2 Drain-to-source voltage Vs Drain-to-source 

current.[5] 

 
Fig.3 Gate-to-source voltage Vs Drain-to-source 

current 

The ATmega16 is a low-power CMOS 8-bit 

microcontroller based on the AVR enhanced RISC 

architecture. By executing powerful instructions in a 

single clock cycle, the ATmega16 achieves 

throughputs approaching 1 MIPS per MHz allowing 

the system designer to optimize power consumption 

versus processing speed   The led used is:  

 
Fig.4 edixeon  high  power of 1w led. 

The characteristics of led used is DC Forward Current 

IF : 350 mA. Reverse voltage  5 V. 

WORKING 

In the hardware section, the main component is high 

power led whose constant current will be controlled by 

pulse applied by IRF540N Mosfet. Mosfet will be 

operated in active region when the pulse is applied 

across gate of mosfet through capacitor it will be 

slowly charged and applied across gate of mosfet 

which would provide current across led and it will be 

in on state. To have full intensity if led to be focussed it 

requires 350ma current across it, as per the circuit the 

analog value will be collected across resistor shown in 

simulation result which is of 1 ohm and the voltage 

value will be provided to port A of atmega from this 

pin the analog value  will be provided to ADC channel 

which will convert it in to digital value and as per the 

program if it exceeds the predetermined value current 

through gate will be stopped and if is low than it would 

be provided. In programming two timers are set one 

timer0 which will continuously monitor the current 

acroos led and other timer1 will check the pattern set 

and constant monitoring of the value will be done. Led 

requires forward current drop of 350ma, so when the 

forward current varies the gate current will increase 

through mosfet and maintaining constant. Three led 

red, green and blue led will be used to focus and 

various patterns will be generated as per the program. 

Special pattern can also be generated using high power 

led of red, green and blue colours. As mosfet and led 

generate heat , it is required to use heat sink along with 

the components to absorb the heat and release in air for 

the protection of components metal core pcb are used. 

Thus constant current can be controlled across led by 

controlling mosfet gate current. 

SIMULATION RESULT 

 
Fig.4 Simulation result showing single green led 

For simulation purpose proteus software is used and 

main components used are Atmega 16, mosfet irf540n 

and Green led. The program is designed using C 
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language and compiled and debugged in AVR studio 

and then loaded in to mega 16 chip.  

 
Fig 5.simulation result showing three RGB led. 

As per the program written in C language and compiled 

and debugged in avr studio IDE once the led is reaches 

the predetermined value the range is kept constant. The 

program is such a designed that first green led, then red 

led gets lighted and then green led gets of and blue led 

gets on. Thus both the timer set in mega 16 constantly 

monitor constant current and pattern as per the 

software designed. 

CONCLUSION 
Thus, the constant current of led  has been controlled as 

shown in above figures of simulation in Proteus and the 

code for the led constant current drive has also been 

written in AVR studio.  
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